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TESTING OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS USING 
BOUNDARY SCAN 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] This invention relates to methods and equipment 
for testing of integrated circuits using boundary scan capa 
bility and architecture. 

[0002] As integrated circuits (ICs) have become smaller 
and smaller, the ball grid array (BGA) format of pin con 
nection has become popular. BGA circuits have an array of 
pins on the underside of the IC package and a corresponding 
array of pads on the surface of a multi-layer printed circuit 
board (PCB). BetWeen each pin on the IC package and each 
corresponding pad on the board, there is a ball of solder 
Which, during re?oW processing, solders the pin to its 
corresponding pad. The arrangement has advantages over 
packages that have their pins around the outside edge of the 
package, because these latter packages cannot be reduced in 
siZe beloW the minimum separation possible for the pins that 
extend around the outside edge of the package. By contrast, 
BGA pins With the same pin separation distance can occupy 
a smaller package. 

[0003] It is a problem With BGA circuits that the pins are 
not individually accessible by test equipment, because they 
are buried underneath the IC package. An IC itself can be 
tested using a “bed of nails” test jig, but it is a problem that, 
in situ, the connection betWeen the BGA chip and its board 
is dif?cult to test, because it is inaccessible. 

[0004] For testing purposes, an IC architecture has been 
developed referred to as a “boundary-scan architecture” in 
Which each external pin of an IC has a boundary-scan 
register cell into and out of Which can be clocked data for 
that pin. Running through the IC from pin to pin is a serial 
databus Which permits serial data to be clocked to all the 
pins of the IC, so that the device connections can be tested 
using test data serially clocked into the boundary scan 
register. 
[0005] FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a circuit board 10 
having ICs 11 to 16 mounted thereon. ICs 12 to 15 have the 
above-described boundary-scan architecture. There is a 
boundary-scan bus Which comprises four lines: a Test Data 
In (TDI) line, 17, a test data out (TDO) line, a clock line and 
a test mode select (TMS) line (not shoWn). In operation, a 
test is set up by serially clocking data in through the TDI line 
17 and, When a complete sequence of data has been clocked 
in (using the clock line) in readiness for a test, the TMS line 
is activated and the serial data is loaded in parallel into the 
ICs of the circuit. Resulting data is clocked out through a 
Test Data Output (TDO) line 18 and this is tested against 
expected results to determine the satisfactory connections of 
the ICs. 

[0006] Details of boundary-scan architecture and testing 
can be found in the Standard Test Access Port and Bound 
ary-Scan Architecture Speci?cation, IEEE Standard 1149.1. 
This architecture is commonly referred to as “JTAG”. 

[0007] Writing test softWare to perform JTAG testing is 
extremely complex and labour-intensive. For a given circuit 
to be tested, the anticipated results clocked out of the serial 
data output 18 need to be very carefully determined for the 
speci?c board being tested and its various integrated cir 
cuits, taking into account all the connections betWeen the 
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various ICs and Within each IC. Testing is further compli 
cated by the fact that each pin can take one of three states: 
a high state, a loW state, or an input state. Thus, if a given 
state is read out from the serial data output 18, this alone 
does not determine Whether an IC has driven its pin to that 
state or that pin has been driven to that state by some other 
pin. Common faults that need to be identi?ed include 
connection breaks (for example Whether the solder has failed 
to connect a pin to its pad), connection shorts (e.g. Where 
solder has spilled over to create a short-circuit betWeen 
pins), and the like. Further complicating matters is the effect 
of resistors Within an IC or betWeen tWo ICs. A resistor can 
give the effect of presenting a short-circuit, or it can appear 
to be an open circuit, depending on hoW the surrounding 
pins are being driven. Circuit testing needs to separate out 
the testing of the functioning of an IC itself and the testing 
of the connections betWeen the different ICs. JTAG lends 
itself to testing connections betWeen ICs, but such testing 
cannot fully be carried out Without knoWledge of the con 
nections Within an IC. This information is generally avail 
able from the IC manufacturer, but the circuit designer is still 
left With a heavy burden in using this information to develop 
thorough testing. 
[0008] A further draWback is that ICs that are not in 
accordance With a boundary-scan architecture speci?cation, 
for example ICs 11 and 16 in FIG. 1, cannot have their pins 
driven arti?cially in a test mode by the JTAG bus. Never 
theless, they cannot be ignored in a testing cycle, because 
they affect the high and loW states of other pins to Which they 
are connected. It Would be most useful to use the boundary 
scan bus to test ICs that are not connected to that bus. 

[0009] There is a need to provide an improved method of 
testing of ICs and their connections, using boundary-scan 
architecture. 

[0010] These needs and other needs are ful?lled by the 
present invention, the various advantages of Which Will be 
apparent from the reading of the detailed description of the 
preferred embodiment set out beloW. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0011] According to a ?rst aspect of the invention, circuit 
testing equipment is provided comprising a computer (Which 
term, in this context, means a personal computer or other 
computer and includes other computational test means) 
having stored thereon a boundary scan description language 
(BSDL) ?le, a netlist and a connections list. A connector 
(Which term, in this context, may mean a physical connector 
but may include other connection means such as a test 
machine that connects to test points) connects the computer 
to a boundary scan bus of a circuit to be tested. The 
computer is arranged to parse and compile the BSDL ?le, the 
netlist and the connections list to generate a data structure 
Which, When combined With a test script, permits execution 
of the test script from the computer through the boundary 
scan bus. The test script can be IC-speci?c such that it is 
valid for a particular IC independent of the circuit in Which 
the IC is located. 

[0012] According to a second aspect of the invention, 
circuit testing equipment is provided for testing a circuit that 
has at least one ?rst integrated circuit (IC) that is boundary 
scan capable (i.e. it has a boundary-scan register accessed 
through a test access port), and at least one second IC that 
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is not boundary-scan capable. The equipment has an input 
for inputting ?les comprising a boundary scan description 
language (BSDL) ?le, a netlist and a connections list and it 
has a parser and a compiler. These parse and compile the 
?les to generate a data structure that de?nes all pins of the 
?rst IC that are capable of driving pins of the second IC and 
all pins of the ?rst IC that are capable of reading pins of the 
second IC. In this manner, the second IC and its connections 
to the ?rst IC can be tested by driving pins of the ?rst IC. 

[0013] In accordance With the invention, a method of 
testing an integrated circuit board having a boundary scan 
test port is also provided. The method comprises: connecting 
a computer to the boundary scan test port; loading and 
parsing a boundary scan description language (BSDL) ?le, 
a netlist and a connections list in the computer and compil 
ing these into a data structure for testing a circuit on the 
board; loading a test script speci?c to an integrated circuit 
(IC) mounted on the board; and running the test script using 
the data structure to thereby send to the boundary scan test 
port selected signals Which Will test selected pins of the 
integrated circuit. 

[0014] In the development of integrated circuit boards, 
this method can be performed on a ?rst board, and When the 
results are revieWed, a derivative board and its associated 
netlist can be created, and, Without changing the test script, 
the test method can be performed again on the derivative 
board. 

[0015] The invention facilitates the creation of test scripts 
for testing of integrated circuits using boundary-scan archi 
tecture, and in particular the development of test scripts that 
are speci?cally suited to individual ICs and that can be 
operated for a given IC, or a given IC and access type, 
regardless of the connections for that IC When it is connected 
to a circuit board. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0016] FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic representation of a prior 
art circuit board to be tested using JTAG techniques. 

[0017] FIG. 2 is an overall block diagram of the ?les, 
softWare and hardWare of the present invention connected to 
a circuit board to be tested. 

[0018] FIG. 3 illustrates in more detail the test softWare of 
FIG. 2. 

[0019] FIG. 4 illustrates a circuit board to be tested having 
multiple ICs mounted thereon. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

[0020] Referring to FIG. 2, the equipment of the present 
invention comprises analyser softWare 100 and test softWare 
102, Which are run on a computer 110 that is connected via 
an adapter 112 to a board 120 that is to be tested. The test 
softWare 102 is stored in a high level language as described 
beloW. Loaded into the computer 100 are boundary-scan 
description language (BSDL) ?les 111, a netlist 112 and a set 
of test scripts 114. Beside the netlist 112 is shoWn a 
connections list 113. 

[0021] Each BSDL ?le 111 is supplied by the manufac 
turer of a particular IC and de?nes, for that IC the manner 
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in Which JTAG is implemented. BSDL ?les contain the 
folloWing elements: 

[0022] Entity Description: Statements naming the 
device or a section of its functionality. 

[0023] Generic Parameter: Avalue such as a package 
type. The value may come from outside the current 
entity. 

[0024] Port Description: Describes the nature of the 
pins on the device (input, output, bidirectional, link 
age). 

[0025] Use Statements: References eXternal de?ni 
tions (such as IEEE 1149.1). 

[0026] Pin Mapping(s): Maps logical signals in the 
device to physical pins. 

[0027] Scan Port Identi?cation: De?nes the pins used 
on the device to access the JTAG capabilities (TDI, 
TDO, etc—the Test Access Port). 

[0028] Instruction Register Description: The signals 
used for accessing JTAG device modes. 

[0029] Register Access Description: Which register 
is placed betWeen TDI and TDO for each JTAG 
instruction. 

[0030] Boundary Register Description: List of the 
boundary scan cells and their functionality. 

[0031] The netlist 112 is a list of “nets” for the printed 
circuit board (PCB), Where each net de?nes a connection 
betWeen tWo or more connections on the PCB. For eXample 
a net may be a single connection betWeen a pin of one IC and 
a pin of another IC, or it may be a three-Way connection 
betWeen pins of ICs and a third point such as a resistor or a 
sWitch or other discrete component. A net may comprise 
many connections betWeen IC pins, inputs, outputs and other 
components. A complete netlist de?nes all the connections 
for a PCB. The connections list 113 de?nes further connec 
tions that are not in the PCB, for eXample eXternal Wire 
connectors Which connect together different connections on 
the PCB, or resistor elements that serve the same function. 

[0032] The scripts 114 are a series of test programs 
speci?c to individual ICs. A given IC may have one or more 
scripts, but a given script Will serve to test only one IC (or 
all ICs of an identical type). The scripts are neW and are 
described beloW. They can be generated and supplied by IC 
manufacturers or end users of ICs. When selling an IC, the 
manufacturer can supply a script for testing that IC. 

[0033] The analyser softWare 100 is a tool for circuit 
visualisation and debugging. It provides a graphical vieW of 
a J TAG chain, illustrating, on a pin-by-pin basis, both the pin 
state and pin value. It has the facility to run serial vector 
format ?les representing JTAG test patterns as plain teXt. 

[0034] The test engine 102 implements a JTAG chain in a 
manner described in greater detail beloW and performs 
JTAG device testing and non-JTAG testing. It generates the 
serial data to be clocked into a JTAG bus and reads back the 
results and determines the pass or fail status of a given test 
and What action is to be taken as a result. 

[0035] The connector 112 is a USB-to-JTAG converter 
that need not be described in detail. 
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[0036] The operation of the software 102 is described in 
greater detail With reference to FIG. 3. In that Figure, 
softWare 102 is seen as receiving the BSDL and netlist ?les 
(111 and 112) as Well as a project ?le 200 further de?ning the 
speci?c project to be tested. These ?les are presented in a 
high-level language form for operation of the softWare 102. 
The ?les are ?rst parsed in a parser 204, compiled in a 
compiler 206 and then converted into assembly language in 
an assembly language module 208. The high-level execution 
language into Which a compiler 206 compiles the ?les is 
described in greater detail beloW. The result of this compi 
lation is a data structure Which is ready for performance of 
a connection test for the complete circuit under development 
and for execution of test scripts, each speci?c to an inte 
grated circuit under test. The data structure is able to call a 
JTAG engine 210 Which determines that the code is being 
executed Within a particular ?le in respect of a particular 
integrated circuit. The JTAG engine Will Work through the 
netlist to ?nd the best place from Which to drive a particular 
pin to perform a particular test. This is described in greater 
detail beloW. 

[0037] An example of a typical data structure is given 
beloW, and by Way of brief explanation a typical operation 
of the softWare Will be the performance of a test, Which may 
be a connection test 201 or an IC-speci?c script 114 Which 
Will set a pin to a given number. This instruction is compiled 
by the compiler 206 into a set of instructions that Write data 
using the J TAG chain to internal variables and call the JTAG 
engine. The JTAG engine Works through the netlist to ?nd 
the best place from Which to drive the desired pin and drives 
that pin by “Writing” a JTAG chain that Will set the necessary 
pins to perform the test. The softWare 102 performs a call 
Which Will read back a result from the selected pins and 
determine Whether the test has passed or failed. The above 
steps are repeated to complete an entire test sequence. To 
further illustrate the preferred embodiment, an example of a 
circuit to be tested is illustrated in FIG. 4. In this example, 
there are tWo JTAG-capable ICs 401 and 402, Which are 
connected to a non-JTAG IC 403, Which is further connected 
to another non-JTAG IC 404. Connected to the ?rst of these 
ICs is a test data input (TDI) line 410, a test clock (TCK) line 
412 and a test mode select (TMS) line 414. The TMS and 
TCK lines are also connected to IC 402. The TDI line 410 
is connected to a TDI input of IC port 401. Lines 410 to 414 
are connected to the processor 110 pad the connector 112. A 
further line 416 connects a test data output (TDO) of IC 401 
to a TDI of IC 402. ATDO for IC 402 emerges at the bottom 
of the Figure as line 418. This may be connected to a further 
JTAG-capable device to continue the chain, or it may be 
connected to the connector 112 for returning data to the 
processor 110. 

[0038] In FIG. 4, the connections betWeen the ICs 401, 
402 and 403 are shoWn as passing through the netlist 112. 
The connections are, of course, physical connections, but 
FIG. 4 represents them as logical connections de?ned in the 
netlist 112. The connections betWeen ICs 403 and 404 and 
other connections shoWn are also de?ned in either the netlist 
112 or the connection list 113. There may be multiple boards 
of the type shoWn in FIG. 4, Which can all be tested together. 
For example, there may be multiple ICs 401 and multiple 
netlists 112 spanning different boards, With a common JTAG 
bus passing from board to board in a continuous chain. 
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[0039] In operation, a sequence of data is clocked into the 
TDI line 410 using the TCK line 412. The example Will be 
given in Which a test script speci?c to IC 403 is to be run. 
In this example, a particular sub-test requires that pin 420 is 
set to “one” and pins 421 and 422 are to be set to “Zero”. For 
this to occur, the softWare 102, using the netlist 112, iden 
ti?es that pins 431, 435 and 436 need to be driven high, loW 
and loW, respectively. Accordingly, binary four (i.e. 100) is 
clocked into the TDI line 410 until these values are located 
in the JTAG register at the locations of pins 431, 435 and 
436. When this data has been correctly clocked in, the TMS 
line 414 is driven such that the data in the boundary scan 
cells are transferred to the pins 431, 435 and 436. This 
causes the desired pins 420, 421, 422 to be driven in the 
desired manner. 

[0040] There are tWo important features to note from the 
above description. First, the manner in Which the softWare 
102 causes the pins of IC 403 to be driven is entirely 
separated from the script. The latter is speci?c to IC 403 and 
Will cause the testing of that IC. In this Way, the testing 
softWare is “IC-centric”, ie the script to test IC 403 can be 
re-used Without modi?cation, even if the netlist 112 is 
changed or other aspects of the circuit are changed. Asecond 
point to note is that as Well as testing JTAG capable ICs, the 
above description alloWs the testing of an IC 403 that is not 
JTAG-capable. This is a signi?cant advance in the technol 
ogy. It is not necessarily the case that the device 403 can be 
entirely tested. For example, pins 424 and 425 cannot be 
driven by any JTAG device in the circuit. Nevertheless, it is 
in practice the case that many of the connections of IC 403 
and much of the functionality of that IC can be tested from 
a JTAG-capable device. Moreover, as Will be described 
beloW, even a further device 404 that is not connected to any 
JTAG device can also be tested. 

[0041] A typical test routine is noW described. The test 
routine has three major phases. The ?rst phase is testing of 
the JTAG chain itself. It is most important that the connec 
tions of the ICs 401 and 402 to the JTAG bus (comprising 
lines 410 to 418) are intact and there are no short-circuits. If 
there are breaks in this chain, it may be impossible to 
perform any further testing. On the other hand, it is an 
advantage of the present arrangement that a transposition of 
any connections in this chain at the connector can readily be 
compensated in the softWare by a mere transposition of the 
logical connections at the connector. 

[0042] The second phase of testing is a connection test. 
This is a very important test to ensure that, as far as can be 
tested, all other connections betWeen devices in the circuits, 
are properly connected and that there are no short-circuits. 

[0043] The third phase of testing is the running of one or 
more scripts for individual ICs to test the proper functioning 
of those ICs and the connections to those ICs. 

[0044] Test scripts are provided for the non-J TAG devices. 
An example of a test script is a memory test for testing a 
memory IC. The connection test requires test scripts for each 
non-JTAG device, to describe hoW to disable those devices. 

[0045] An example of a high level test is given in Appen 
dix 1. 

[0046] Appendix 1 shoWs an example of a project ?le 200. 
It is a project ?le for testing a circuit that has tWo JTAG 
capable ICs (IC 2 and IC 3) and three ICs that are not 
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JTAG-capable (IC 1, IC 4 and IC 5). In this example, IC 5 
is a static RAM of the type HT6116 (a Widely available 
RAM IC), for Which there is a corresponding test script ?le 
called “HT6116.XJE”. This ?le is shoWn in greater detail in 
Appendix 2. 

[0047] Referring to Appendix 1, the software begins With 
a list of de?nitions de?ning the BSDL ?les and the script 
?les as Well as other de?nitions. Thus, for example, IC 2 has 
a BSDL ?le called “XC9536XL CS48.BSD”. This instructs 
the softWare to reference that BSDL ?le on each occasion 
Where IC 2 is referenced. As Well as the integrated circuit 
devices, the device list has sWitches and LEDs and resistors, 
the operation of Which is de?ned in other ?les. 

[0048] FolloWing the device list, there is a short list of 
connections that can be ignored and there is the connection 
list, Which references connections 113. FolloWing the con 
nection list is a description of the JTAG chain. BetWeen the 
connection list and the J TAG chain description, it is possible 
to include further de?nitions of further boards or circuits that 
are connected to the demonstration board. 

[0049] The above describes the compilation of the infor 
mation, i.e. the data structure, de?ning the entire board to be 
tested. There then folloWs at “main entry point” the execu 
tion of a circuit test function. This begins With a connection 
test. A connection test routine is called, Which Will test that 
all testable pins are correctly connected and that there are no 
short-circuits betWeen pins. If the connection test is unsuc 
cessful, an error result is delivered. Various actions can be 
taken in response to an error result, described in greater 
detail beloW. 

[0050] Assuming the connection test is passed, the pro 
gram proceeds to a pull resistor test, Which tests that all those 
pins Which are pulled high or pulled loW by pull resistors are 
in their correct states and that they can be over-ridden by 
being pulled into a different state by another pin. FolloWing 
the pull resistor test there is a sWitch test (“Test SW1”) that 
need not be described in detail. 

[0051] After the sWitch test there is a test for testing ICS, 
Which is a static RAM. The instruction line ‘CALL(“IC5”, 
“RunTest”)( )(result)’ calls the test script for ICS. As set out 
at the beginning of the program, the test script for ICS is the 
?le “HT6116.xje”. This ?le is set out in Appendix 2 and is 
described in greater detail beloW. At this instruction line, the 
device-speci?c test script for the RAM device is called, and 
if the test is successful, a “memory test passed” message is 
delivered. 

[0052] FolloWing the static RAM test, there is: a test for 
testing IC 1, Which is an inverter; a test for testing IC 4, 
Which is an EEPROM; and an LED test. These are further 
test scripts Within a set of test scripts 114. The last of these 
test scripts has a “do” loop, Which Waits for the user to press 
and release a button con?rming that a given LED has 
changed colour. An example of an LED test is set out in 
greater detail further doWn in Appendix 1, immediately 
folloWing the LED test call instruction. It has various 
sub-functions Which need not be described in detail. 

[0053] The various other scripts that are called by the 
program of Appendix 1 need not be described in detail, but 
can be implemented by one of ordinary skill in the art by 
analogy to the examples given. 
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[0054] The above project ?le represents a complete testing 
of the development board 120. It is to be noted that the high 
level language facilitates altering of the project tests in a 
simple manner in the event that the development board is 
changed. If, for example, the functionality of the develop 
ment board does not change but its physical layout is 
changed, this Will be represented by a different netlist, and 
the above program can readily be run Without alteration 
merely by sWapping out the old netlist and sWapping in a 
neW netlist. Similarly, if an IC is replaced With another IC 
from a different supplier, the above data structure facilitates 
testing by merely replacing the script for the IC With the neW 
script from the neW supplier. 

[0055] An example of a test script for an IC is noW given, 
by Way of example only, With reference to Appendix 2. The 
example is a script for a static RAM of the type HT6116. The 
script begins With a description of the pin numbers. These 
are taken directly from the manufacturer’s data sheet. Fol 
loWing the pin descriptions, there is a short disable device 
description, Which disables IC 1 and prevents it from driving 
the bus to Which this IC (IC 5) is connected. There then 
folloWs a test coverage section Which de?nes the extent to 
Which the running of this ?le Will test the circuit and de?nes 
the limitations of the test (i.e. de?nes What cannot be tested, 
such as pins 424 and 425 of FIG. 4). 

[0056] After the device description, the scripting language 
begins. A Write cycle and a read cycle are executed. These 
are de?ned by the IC datasheet. Next there folloWs a 
memory test. The main entry point to start the test for the 
device is the instruction line “RunTest”. This sequence of 
steps ?rst tests the databus, then tests the address bus and 
?nally tests the nOE and nWE lines. These routines are set 
out in greater detail after the last “END” statement of the 
RunTest sequence of calls, folloWing the explanation in the 
code explaining the testing of the address bus. 

[0057] In the ?rst of these routines, a “Walking ones test” 
is performed in Which each address on the address line is 
cycled through from the ?rst address to the last address and 
“ones” are Written in and read back from those memory 
locations. The value read back is checked to see that it is 
correct. If not, an error message is delivered. The sequence 
is repeated for the “Walking Zeros” test. FolloWing the 
address test, there is a data test of a similar nature. After the 
data test there is the output enable test and the Write enable 
test. 

[0058] It is an advantage of the high level test softWare 
102 that non-deterministic tests can be carried out. The 
arrangement is not limited to merely delivering a pass or fail 
result. For example, the program can Wait until an action 
occurs (e.g. until a user presses a button). Another example 
is the ability of the softWare to loop back, for example to 
re-run a test based upon a revised test assumption. 

[0059] If, in the course of testing the JTAG chain, it 
becomes apparent that the input and output of one IC has 
been transposed With the input and output of another, or if 
an input is transposed With an output, such an outcome can 
be corrected by updating the netlist to re?ect the actual 
connections, and the tests can be run as before. The same 
principle applies if there is a transposition of pins some 
Where else in the netlist. 

[0060] Another example of non-deterministic testing is the 
ability to jump When a test or part of a test has passed. Thus, 
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When a success result is returned by a test script, this may 
obviate the need to perform further tests, eg because the 
further tests are super?uous in vieW of the success result. 
Such further tests can be selectively omitted based upon the 
result of a test script. 

[0061] A further advantage of the ability to loop is in the 
speed of testing of certain components. For example, in the 
testing of a ?ash EEPROM, it is possible to continuously 
interrogate the EEPROM IC to determine Whether ?ash 
programming has ?nished. As soon as ?ash programming 
has ?nished, the program can move on to the next test. It is 
not necessary to Wait for a time-out period to be certain that 
the test is completed. Continuing to loop until an event has 
occurred (or until there is a time-out) means that the entire 
test sequence for a board and its components can be short 
ened. 

[0062] The connection test in principle only Works auto 
matically With connections to the JTAG devices 401 and 
402. It Would be useful to perform connection tests to a 
non-JTAG device (eg ICs 403 and 404). By Way of 
example, Where an IC is driving an address bus, it may not 
alWays be possible to read that same bus. HoWever, it is 
sometimes possible to do this indirectly, eg by reading data 
expected at that address. In this manner tests on a non-JTAG 
device can be implied. This is done by Writing data to the 
particular address and reading the data expected at that 
address using the JTAG connections. An IC such as IC 404 
that is entirely separated from the JTAG devices 401 and 402 
can also be tested using the test script for IC 403. This is 
possible by looping data back externally through IC 404, 
back to IC 403 and then testing the data looped back using 
the JTAG connections. 

[0063] A problematic scenario that occasionally needs to 
be tested is the situation illustrated in FIG. 5. In this Figure, 
the JTAG IC 401 is connected through the netlist 412 to a 
pair of resistors 501 and 502, Which may be connected to 
edge connectors (e.g. input or output jacks) 503 and 504, or 
may be connected to another IC (not shoWn). A problem 
arises if there is a short-circuit 510 betWeen the connections 
503 and 504. The nets Which connect IC 401 to connection 
503 and IC 401 to connection 504 are intended to be separate 
nets. Each of pins 512 and 513 can be driven by the JTAG 
bus and can be read out by the JTAG bus at the same time. 
Each pin can take one of three states: high, loW and input. 
Thus, there are eight possible tests that can be conducted 
With tWo pins: 

TABLE 1 

A = 1 read B 

A = 0 read B 

B = 1 read A 

B = 0 read A 

A = 1 read A 

A = 0 read A 

B = 1 read B 

B = 0 read B 

[0064] In the above table, the pins that are read out in the 
?rst four situations Will default to a default value (eg Zero) 
When there is no short-circuit 510. In the last four situations, 
the data read out Will folloW the data Written in. If, on the 
other hand, there is a short-circuit 510 betWeen pins 503 and 
504, this Will result in the data being read out mirroring the 
data being Written in for all eight situations. 
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[0065] The short-circuit 510 can be tested in another Way 
as illustrated in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

Write A Write B read A read B 

1 1 1 1 
1 O 1 O 
O 1 O 1 
O O O O 
O I O X 
1 I 1 X 
I O X 0 
I 1 X 1 

[0066] In the above test, Where there is no short-circuit 
510, the values “X” Will default to a default value, for 
example Zero. On the other hand, if there is a short-circuit 
510, the values X Will mirror the value Written to the other 
pin. (It is also possible that a net is open circuit so that it Will 
read high and loW, but Will not correlate. This too can be 

tested.) 
[0067] In either of the above methods of testing, if the 
values read out do not equate to the values expected, this is 
indicative of a fault. The particular nature of the fault is 
indicated by the valued read out. If, for example, there is a 
short-circuit to ground, this Will be indicated by the inability 
to drive one of the pins high. If, on the other hand, there is 
a short-circuit betWeen tWo resistors (as shoWn in FIG. 5), 
this Will deliver a different result, as described above. 

[0068] In the overall system described, it is an advantage 
that it is not necessary that the IC being tested by a particular 
script is in Working mode. The IC can be disabled (by an IC 
disable pin) and the testing can be carried out. It is not 
necessary, for example, to have Working code loaded into 
ROM components and other components. 

[0069] In the course of the connection test, not only does 
the softWare ensure that expected data is read back each time 
a given set of data is Written to the JTAG chain, but other, 
more indirect, tests are performed. For example, if a pattern 
of ones and Zeros is input to a given pin (e. g. pin 433 of FIG. 
4) and is expected at pin 434, the softWare also looks for the 
same pattern at another pin (e.g. pin 435). If the same 
sequence of data is read at pin 435, this is indicative of a 
short-circuit betWeen pins 434 and 435. This correlation test 
is arranged as part of the connection test described With 
reference to appendix 1. It requires the clocking in of a 
plurality of sets of data and loading of these into the 
boundary scan register and reading back by clocking out in 
order to fully test all the pins for correlations With other pins 
to identify erroneous correlations. If a correlation is identi 
?ed betWeen tWo pins, this can be tested to see if those pins 
are genuinely shorted to each other. The test can folloW one 
of the tests outlined in Table 1 or Table 2. Thus the 
connection test described above can change according to the 
results that are delivered. 

[0070] In the development of IC boards, the results of a 
test can be revieWed and a derivative board and its associ 
ated netlist can be created. Without changing the test script, 
the test method can be performed again on the derivative 
board. 

[0071] It has been described hoW the connection data can 
be indexed by component (eg by IC) but it is also possible 
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to index the connection data by a particular net Within the 
netlist. This is useful for purposes of testing that individual 
net. 

[0072] In this manner, the high level language system 
described looks in an abstracted Way at the board to be 
tested. For example, if there are ten boards With a single 
J TAG chain, this can be vieWed by the softWare as one JTAG 

May 5, 2005 

chain. The high level test softWare 102 keeps the informa 
tion about the boards separate (by means of the netlists). 

[0073] The above description has been given by Way of 
example only and rnodi?cations of details can be made by 
one of ordinary skill in the art, Without departing from the 
scope and spirit of the invention. 
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Appendix 1 

Demo board circuit ?le 

NETLIST := "demonet", RINF; 

POWER LIST 

POWER := "3.3V"; 

GROUND := GND; 

END; 

END; /* JTAG LIST */ 

CONSTANT PINS 

// e.g. IC1 INPUT 12, 13. 14; 

END; 

R3, R4, R12,R13,R47,R48 := "ResistorPullpin1.xje"; 
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END;/* Device list */ 

IGNORE LIST 

CN1, CN3, // The connectors 

JP5, JP6; // Links 

END; /* Ignore list */ 

CONNECTION LIST 

USE "resistor.pdd" FOR R5, R6, R7, R8, 

R9, R10, R11, 

R14, R15, R16, 

R17, R18, R19. 

R20, R21, R22, 
R23, R24, R25, 

R26, R27, R28, 

R1, R2, R49; 
USE "4WayJumper.pdd" FOR 

' JP1, JP2, JP3; 

END; /* Connection list */ 

FUNCTIONAL TEST 

END; 

END; /* Demonstration Board ‘/ 

JTAG CHAIN 

CONNECTOR “Top_DEVlCE" 

TDI := CN1.5; 

TDO := CN1.13; 

MAPPING 

TDI := 5; 
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TDO := 13; 

TCK := 9; 

TMS := 7; 

LOW := 3,11,19,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18; 

POWER := ON; 

END; 

END; 
FREQUENCY := 1M; 

END; /* JTAG'CHAIN */ 

END; /’ Demonstration Hardware */ 

INT DEBUG := O; 

// 

// Main entry point 

// 

CircuitTest()() 
INT result; 

INT timeout; 

INT led := 1; 

// Run connection test. 

PRINT("---- Running Connection Test ----\n\n"); 

CONNTEST(0)( result); 
IF result != 0 THEN 

PRINT( result, " error(s) found in connection test.\n"); 

EXIT; 

ELSE v 

PRINT( "Connection test completed successfully.\n" ); 

END; 

// Run Pull Resistor test. 

END; 

// Test SW1. 

END; 
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// Run static RAM test. 

PRINT("\n\n---- Running RAM Test ----\n\n"); 

CALL( "IC5", "RunTest")()(resuIt); 
IF result THEN 

PRlNT("Memory test failed.\n"); 

EXIT; 
ELSE 

PRlNT("Memory test passed.\n"); 

END; 

// Test inverter. 

END; 

// Run the EEPROM test. 

END; 

PRINT("\n\n---- Running LED Test ----\n\n"); 

TestLEDs()(); 

END; 

// 

// TestLeds 

// 

TestLEDs()() 

// This is the current LED that is set. 

INT currentLED := 1; 

INT switchVaIue; 

INT going := TRUE; 

INT changeCoIor; 

INT co1or:= 1; ll RED 
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PRINT(“Press SW2 to advance LEDs.\n"); 

PRINT("Press SW3 to change the LED colour.\n"); 

PRINT("Press any key to ?nish.\n“); 

WriteToLED( currentLED, color); 

// Continue until the user presses a key. 

DO WHILE going 

// Wait for the user to press and release the button. 

WaitForKeyPress()(going, changeColor); 

IF changeColor THEN 

IF color = 2 THEN 

color := 1; 
ELSE 

color := 2; // Green 

END; 

ELSE 
currentLED := currentLED + 1; 

IF currentLED = 10 THEN 

currentLED := 1; 

END; 

END; 

WriteToLED( currentLED, color); 
END; 

END; 

// 

// Wait for the key to go low then high. 

// 

WaitForKeyPress()( INT going, INT changeColor) 

INT keyValue1, keyValue2; 

// Wait for the user to press the key. 
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DO 

CALL( "SW2", "ReadSwitch")()( keyValue2 ); 
CALL( "SW3", "ReadSwitch")()( keyValue1 ); 
IF GETKEY THEN 

going := FALSE; 

RETURN; 

END; 

IF keyValue1 = 0 THEN 

changeColor := TRUE; 

ELSE 

changeColor := FALSE; 

END; 
WHILE keyValue1 = 1 && keyValue2 = 1 

END; 

// Wait for the user to release the key. 

DO 

CALL( "SW2", "ReadSwitch")()( keyValue2 ); 
CALL( "SW3", "ReadSwitch")()( keyValue1 ); 

lF GETKEY THEN 

going := FALSE; 

RETURN; 

END; 
UNTIL keyValue1 = 1 && keyValue2 = 1 

END; 

END; 

// 

// Clear the old led setting and set the new one. 

// 

WriteToLED( lNT currentLED, INT color )0 

INT previousLED := currentLED - 1; 

// Clear the last LED. 

lF previousLED = 0 THEN 

previousLED := 9; 
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END; 

WriteToLEDN( previousLED, 0 ); 
ll Now set the new one! 

WriteToLEDN( currentLED, color); 
END; 

WriteToLEDN( INT nLED, INT val )0 

IF nLED = 1 THEN CALL( "D1", "SetLED" )(vai)(-); END; 

IF nLED = 9 THEN CALL( "09", "SetLED" )(val)(); END; 

END; 
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Appendix 2 

// HT6116 device ?le 

DEVICE NAME := "HT6116" 

PINS 

ADDRESS := 19, 22, 23, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8; 

DATA:=17,16,15,14,13,11,10,9; 
nOE := 20; 

nWE := 21; 

nCS := 18; 

END; /* Pin description */ 

DISABLE DEVICE 

nOE := 1; 

nCS := 1; 

END; /* Disable description */ 

TEST COVERAGE 

ADDRESS := WRITE; 

DATA := BIDIR; 

nOE := WRITE; 

nWE := WRITE; 

nCS := WRITE; 

END; 
END; /* Device description */ 

INT debug := 0; 

WriteCycIe( INT address, INT data )0 

SET ADDRESS := address[10..0], DATA := data[7..0], nCS := 0; 

SET nWE := 0; 

SET nCS := 1, nWE := 1; 

END; 

ReadCycIe( INT address )( INT data ) 

SET ADDRESS := address[10..0], DATA := I, nOE :=0, nCS := 0; 

// This will set the data bits to input. 
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SET nCS := 1, nOE := 1, data := DATA; 

END; 

// Unoptimized memory test. The following code implements a memory test module. 

// It expects to have two functions WriteCycle and ReadCycle de?ned, as follows: 

// 

// WriteCycIe( INT address, INT data )0 

ll 

// 

// Interface is through RunTest, which returns an integer result: 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// ReadCycle( INT address )( INT data ) 

0 - success 

1 - failure. 

RunTest()( INT result) 

TestData()(result); 
IF result THEN 

RETURN; 

END; 

TestAddress()(result); 
IF result THEN 

RETURN; 

END; 

// Test nOE 

TestnOE()(result); 
IF result THEN 

RETURN; 

END; 

// Test nWE 

TestnWE()(result); 
END; 

15 
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// Test the address bus. This is done by writing a magic byte to each address with only one bit 

set, i.e. 0b0001 , 0b0010, Ob0100, 0b1000. Then write a zero to address 0. If a bit is stuck at 
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zero or unconnected and ?oating low, both writes will be at address 0. Repeat with each bit 

inverted to ?nd any "stuck at one"s! 

TestAddress()( INT result) 

INT addressLine; 

lNT address; 

lNT value; 

result := 0; 

FOR addressLine := 0 TO 10 

address := 1 << addressLine; 

// Write the magic number to address with one address bit set high. 

WriteCycle( address, 0x1 ); 

// Write a zero to clear the data bus. 

WriteCycle( 0, 0 ); 

// Read Value back from correct address. 

ReadCycle( address )( value ); ' 

lF( debug = 1 )THEN 

PRlNT("Wrote 0x1 to address 0b", BlN(address), " read back Ox", HEX(value), "\n" ); 

END; 

IF value != 0x1 THEN 

PRlNT("Error found while testing address line ", addressLine, ".\n"); 
result := 1; 

END; 
END; 

FOR addressLine := 0 TO 10 

address := ~(1[10..0] << addressLine)[10..0]; 

// Write the magic number to address with one address bit set low. 

WriteCycle( address, 0x1 ); 

// Write a zero to clear the data bus. 

WriteCycle( ~(0[10..0]), 0x0 ); 
// Read Value back from correct address. 

ReadCycle( address )( value ); 

lF( debug = 1) THEN 












